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Installation
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Appliances:
- 12V energy light
- Fridge
- Radio
- Heating system
- Charger
- Laptop
- Water pump

Features
The new IBS 8A and 16A Low Battery Protection with latest
RISK micro computer technology and solid state MOSFET
switch (no contacts) offers a huge range of features:
Battery and wire sensing wih RiCT (RiCompensationTech.)
Battery monitoring with Fuzzy Logic
Battery status indication, full, medium, empty
Low battery alarm and RunFlat function (emergencies)
Forced and automatic battery sensing
Auto reset with charge
Shut down levels for Single and Dual Battery Systems
Computer controlled short circuit protection
Multiple load possible, dynamic load monitoring
8A and 16A load range with 30% overload capability
Surge load disconnection suppression, starts big loads
Solid state switch, no relay contacts, low consumption
12V/24V selectable with DIP switch on board
The system is fully automatic and in normal application
no action (Sense/Reset Button) is required.
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Battery Status, multi-colour LED:
Battery full:
on (green); battery>60%
Battery medium: on (orange); 20%<battery<60%
Battery empty:
on (red); battery<20%, flashing LED
Sense/Reset Button actuation:
3x:
complete system reset, all values lost
(Beeper tones indicate software version)
1x:
starts battery sense routine, see RiCT
1x:
to stop Beep if alarm occurred
Until Beep:
RunFlat function if UB<12.6V, Beep
reminder every 30 Sec
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Dynamic Battery Sensing
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Open 4 screews in front panel
Beside square Chip is the DIP Switch
Change setting with a thin pin:
Default setting DIP1-3: Off
Sy
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RiCT Sensing:

DIP1: Off=12V, On=24V
DIP2: Off=Buzzer on, On=Buzzer off
DIP3: Off=Single battery SBS, On=Dual battery DBS
DIP4: never change this default setting!

- Automatic with preset value, dynamic
tuning over time
- Forced by pressing sense once,
achieves accurate value right from start.
Prior activation load has to be switched
on! After Load has been switched off, load
is switched on again after latest 2 Min,
process finishes latest after 12 Min.

Do not connect GND wire (black) on Load side to
vehicle/chassis GND. Always wire red and black on Load side
directly to power outlets.
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RMS (Rugged Mounting System) for LBP16
LBP16 is equipped with a slide lock mounting system (RMS).
Action below shows how to mount and release the unit.
LBP8 is not equipped with a mounting system.
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